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Need another word that means the same as “accessible”? Find 31 synonyms and 30 related
words for “accessible” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Accessible” are: approachable, reachable, attainable, available,
obtainable, in circulation, in season, gettable, procurable, acquirable, realizable,
achievable, ready, understandable, comprehensible, easy to understand, easy to
appreciate, intelligible, penetrable, fathomable, graspable, informal, friendly,
welcoming, hospitable, pleasant, agreeable, obliging, congenial, affable, cordial

Accessible as an Adjective

Definitions of "Accessible" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “accessible” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Able to be reached, entered, or used by people who have a disability.
Easily obtained.
Easily understood or appreciated.
Capable of being reached.
Easy to get along with or talk to; friendly.
(of a place) able to be reached or entered.
Capable of being read with comprehension.
Able to be easily obtained or used.
(of a person, especially one in a position of authority) friendly and easy to talk to;
approachable.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Accessible" as an adjective (31 Words)

achievable Able to be brought about or reached successfully.
He broke the climb into small achievable stages.

acquirable Capable of being acquired.

affable Diffusing warmth and friendliness.
An affable smile.

agreeable Quite enjoyable and pleasurable; pleasant.
Agreeable to the plan.

approachable Easy to meet or converse or do business with.
A site approachable from a branch of the Niger.

attainable Capable of being attained or accomplished.
Choose an attainable goal.

https://grammartop.com/achievable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/agreeable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/attainable-synonyms
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available
Not currently involved in a sexual or romantic relationship.
The larger the pool of available singles the greater your chance of
finding someone special.

comprehensible Capable of being comprehended or understood.
An idea comprehensible to the average mind.

congenial
(of a thing) pleasant or agreeable because suited to one’s taste or
inclination.
He went back to a climate more congenial to his cold stony soul.

cordial Strongly felt.
I earned his cordial loathing.

easy to appreciate Free from worry or anxiety.
easy to understand Affording pleasure.
fathomable (of depth) capable of being sounded or measured for depth.

friendly
Denoting something that is adapted for or is not harmful to a
specified thing.
A consumer friendly policy.

gettable Capable of being obtained.
graspable Capable of being apprehended or understood.

hospitable Having an open mind.
Hospitable to new ideas.

in circulation Currently fashionable.
in season Holding office.

informal
Having or fostering a warm or friendly and informal atmosphere.
Peru s huge and dense informal sector of street vendors and cottage
industries.

intelligible Able to be understood only by the intellect, not by the senses.
Intelligible pronunciation.

obliging Showing a cheerful willingness to do favors for others.
One of the most obliging stewards.

obtainable Capable of being obtained.
Savings of up to 50 percent are obtainable.

penetrable Possible to understand; understandable.
The outer membrane is penetrable.

pleasant Giving a sense of happy satisfaction or enjoyment.
They found him pleasant and cooperative.

procurable Capable of being obtained.

https://grammartop.com/congenial-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/hospitable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/pleasant-synonyms
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reachable Easily approached.
I ll be reachable by email.

ready Mentally disposed.
A ready wit.

realizable In or able to be converted into cash.
Realizable benefits of the plan.

understandable
Able to be understood.
Though his accent was strange the words were perfectly
understandable.

welcoming Behaving in a polite or friendly way to a guest or new arrival.
A welcoming smile.

Usage Examples of "Accessible" as an adjective

This room is not accessible to elderly people.
Readily accessible to the nonprofessional reader.
The town is accessible by bus.

https://grammartop.com/welcoming-synonyms
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He is more accessible than most tycoons.
An accessible account of his theories.
Most students now have computers accessible.
Features such as non-slip floors and accessible entrances.
A town accessible by rail.
Making learning opportunities more accessible to adults.
An accessible and genial man.
Accessible money.

Associations of "Accessible" (30 Words)

access Reach or gain access to.
Access television.

accessibility
The quality of being easy to obtain or use.
The restoration project involved repairing the roof and improving
accessibility.

https://grammartop.com/access-synonyms
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accession
The right to all of that which your property produces whether by growth
or improvement.
The librarian shelved the new accessions.

acquire Win something through one’s efforts.
He acquired a reputation for scrupulous honesty.

admission The fee charged for admission.
Admission is 1 for adults and 50p for children.

admittance
The process or fact of entering or being allowed to enter a place or
institution.
People were unable to gain admittance to the hall.

approachable Capable of being read with comprehension.
A site approachable from a branch of the Niger.

attainable Capable of being attained or accomplished.
Yields in excess of 6 are easily attainable.

availability
The state of not being currently involved in a sexual or romantic
relationship.
They enquired as to my availability for a game the following evening.

available (of a person) not otherwise occupied; free to do something.
The minister was not available for comment.

comprehensible Able to be understood; intelligible.
Clear and comprehensible English.

contact Contact lenses.
I winced as my blister contacted the floor.

conveniently In a way that fits well with particular needs, activities, and plans.
The switch was conveniently located.

earn
Earn on some commercial or business transaction earn as salary or
wages.
The dollars can be placed on deposit and earn interest.

easily With ease easy is sometimes used informally for easily.
This china breaks very easily.

entree Something that provides access (to get in or get out.
She made a graceful entree into the ballroom.

entry The act of beginning something new.
A fluffed entry.

freely In a free manner.
I freely confess to this failing.

https://grammartop.com/accession-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/admission-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/attainable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/earn-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/freely-synonyms
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handy Convenient to handle or use; useful.
Handy with an axe.

in A state in midwestern United States.
The in basket.

matriculation The registration of arms in an official register.
Matriculation requirements.

obtainable Capable of being obtained.
Savings of up to 50 percent are obtainable.

preferment The act of preferring.
Preferment of charges.

readily In a punctual manner.
Transport is readily available.

selective Characterized by very careful or fastidious selection.
He is very selective in his reading.

singly Apart from others.
He talked to the players singly and in groups.

understandable
To be expected; natural, reasonable, or forgivable.
Though his accent was strange the words were perfectly
understandable.

usable Fit or ready for use or service.
2000 square feet of usable office space.

useful Having a useful function.
Aspirins are useful for headaches.

utilizable Capable of being put to a profitable or practical use.

https://grammartop.com/handy-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/readily-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/selective-synonyms
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